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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are mainly concerned with the problem of characterizing the distance 
dx( W) between a fixed point x and a nonempty subset W of a real normed 
linear space X. We intend to develop a purely geometric oncept by which 
d,(W) can be estimated from below and even obtained as the maximum of 
certain lower bounds. 
In Section 2 we start with the consideration of families 9?? of half spaces R 
in X such that 
WC U R and x$ U R. 
REW RE41) 
By 2 we denote the family of corresponding hyperplanes H. It is geometrically 
evident that the infimum of all the distances d,(H) from x to HE 2’8 is a lower 
bound for dx( W). This is proved as Lemma 2.2. 
The main result of Section 2 is a duality theorem which states that dx( W) 
is the maximum of all such infima. This generalizes the well-known fact that, 
if W is convex, d,. W) is the maximum of all the distances d,(H) where His a 
hyperplane separating x and W (Theorem 2.5). 
In Section 3 we introduce supporting systems and strong supporting systems 
for IV. The latter play the major role since they serve as an important tool in 
the characterization of projection points GE W, i.e., points G such that 
IIG - XII = d,(W). 
A strong supporting system for W is a family 9 of half spaces R such that 
WG U R and S= (-) (HfI W} 
R&J HE.% 
is nonempty, where 2 is the family of corresponding hyperplanes. The 
elements of S are called supporting points. For instance, if W is convex, each 
supporting hyperplane defines a strong supporting system which consists of 
only one half space. 
In Theorem 3.3 we obtain a well-known sufficient condition for a point 
6 E W to be a projection point. If W is convex then a restricted form of this 
* This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under grant 
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condition is also necessary. The formulation we give makes use of supporting 
systems and thus yields a purely geometric viewpoint. 
We conclude Section 3 with the consideration of the following situation 
which generalizes everal special cases: Let Y be another real normed linear 
space and A a nonempty open subset of Y. We consider a crochet-differentiable 
mapping F:A -+ X and put W= F(A). We have investigated this case in [I!] 
and we give a short review of the results at the end of Section 3. 
At the beginning of Section 4 we present an algebraic version of Lemma 2.2, 
Then we consider the special case of the Chebychev approximation problem 
where X is the vector space C(M) of all continuous, real valued functions on 
a compact Hausdorff space M with the maximum norm. The concept of 
H-sets in iV, due to Collatz [2], can be formulated in terms of strong supporting 
systems. Furthermore, a result of Collatz concerning lower bounds for 
d,(W) and a similar one of Meinardus and Schwedt [Ia] turn out to be specia; 
cases of Lemma 2.2. The case W= F(A) where A is a nonempty open subset 
of the real euclidean n-space and F:A + C(IM) is a crochet-di~erent~ab~e 
mapping has been investigated in [ZO], so that we content ourselves with. a 
short review of the results. Finally, we treat the case of discrete L,-approxi- 
mation and give a simple method to verify the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 for 
the generalized rational approximation problem. 
2. -4 DUALITY TEIEOREN~ 
We consider a normed linear space X over the reals and denote the norim 
by 11. I/. Let X* be the dual space of X, that is, the set of ali continuous linear 
functionals L mapping X into the reals. X’% becomes a real Banach space if 
we define the norm by 
l!Lll = ,yl IWL L E X”. 
x 
By S* we denote the unit sphere of X*, that is, the set of all L E X* such that 
ijL/l = 1. In the following, a half space R of X is always defined by a pair 
(L, a> with L E S” and CI real, so that 
We call 
R = (y E X:L(y) r_ cz;. (2.1; 
H = (h E X: L(h) = ix> 
the corresponding hyperplane. 
LEMMA 2.1 [3]. For a given L E S*, let the half space R be de$ned by (21) 
and let H be the corresponding hllperplane. Then -for euch x $ R, the distance 
dx(H) = inf ![k - xi/ 
heH 
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from x to H is gil;en by 
d,(HJ = L(h - x) = cc - L(x) 
for all h E H. 
Proof. x 4 R implies x $ H. Since His closed we have &(H) > 0. By assump- 
tion the closed ball 
K= (y E x: Ily - XII 5 4(H)) 
is contained in the half space 
(y E X:L(y) 5 a>. 
This implies 
L(h) = CI 2 supL(y) = d,(H) + L(x) 
YEK 
or 
cc - L(x) = L(h - x) 2 d,(H) 
On the other hand we have for each h E H 
for all h E H. 
and therefore 
a -L(x) = L(h - x) $ Ilh - XII, 
L(h - x) = LY - L(x) 5 d,(H). 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 9 be afamily of halfspacesandz thefamily of corresponding 
hyperplanes. For a nonempty subset W of X andfor an x E X we assume 
WE U R (2.2) 
REW 
and 
x$ U R. (2.3) 
REW 
Then we have 
inf d,(H) 5 dx( W) = t;& I/w - x1(. 
HEse (2.4) 
Proof. Every R E 98 is given by (2.1) for some L E S”. Let 9 be the collection 
of all these L. (2.2) then implies that for each w E W there exists HE Z and 
L E 9 such that 
L(w) 2 L(h) for all h E H. (2.5) 
(2.3) implies, by Lemma 2.1, that for each R E $37 
d,(H) = L(h - x) for all h E H, 
where H is the corresponding hyperplane and L the corresponding element 
of 9. 
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Suppose (2.4) is false. Then by the definition of d,(W) there is a B E Wsuch 
that 
&W) ’ IF - XII for ail HE &?, 
Hence for each H E A6 and the corresponding 15 E 53 we have 
L(h-lq=L(h-x)-L(f-x)2L(k-x)-I[$-xl/ 
= d,(H) - jlG - x/I > 0 for all h E IYe 
This contradicts (2.5). Therefore (2.4) must be true. 
Now we assume W to be a nonempty convex subset of X and x E X to be a 
point not belonging to the closure of W. According to a well-known separation 
theorem [9] there is a half space R such that WG R and x $ R. By Lemma 2.2 
we therefore have d,(H) 5 &(W) where H is the corresponding hyperp~a~e. 
LEMMA 2.3. In addition to the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 we require cx 
to be convex and 
d = inf d,(H) B 0. 
HE2 
Then there is a ha&-space I? such that WC 8, x $ R and 
d 5 d#?) 6 dX( W), 
where r% is the corresponding hyperplane. 
(ui) 
Prooj: By the above separation theorem [9] the closed balk 
K,={yEX:lly-xi!Sd) 
and W can be separated by a hyperplane 
I? = {h E X:&h> = b), 
where f, E S* and B is a real scalar; i.e., 
WC a = (y E X:2(y) 2 a> and &E (y E X:2(,:) $ a>, 
in particular, x $8. This implies 
inf 2(w) 2 2 2 sup2(y) = d-t 2(x), 
waw y=Ka 
and applying Lemma 2.1 we conclude 
dX( W) 2 inf 2(w - x) 2 G - L(x) = d@) Z d 
II’ E w 
which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let x E X and a nonempty subset W of X be gicen such that 
d,(W) = inf Iiw - X./i > 0. 
WGW 
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Then there exists a family 9 of half spaces such that (2.2) and (2.3) hold and 
4(H) = 44 W> (2.7) 
for all H of the family Z of corresponding hyperplanes. 
Proof. Put K= (y E X: ]Iy - XII 6 d,(W)}. If we choose an arbitrary w E W 
and define 
z=(l -A)XfAW P-8) 
where 
A= WV 
lb - XII ’ 
then 
llz - XII = X/w - xl] = dX( W). 
Furthermore, there exists a hyperplane supporting K at z [9], which is given 
by 
Hz = {h E X:L,(h) = L,(z)} 
where L, E S*. With no loss of generality we may assume 
L(x) < L(z) = L(h) for all h E Hz. 
On the other hand, we have 
1-x 
If we define 
(2.9) 
L,(w - 2) = TL,(Z - x) 10. (2.10) 
R, = (y E X:L(y) 2 L(z)) 
and denote by 5$? the family of all such half spaces R, where z is defined by 
(2.8) and w varies over W, then (2.2) and (2.3) are an immediate consequence 
of (2.9) and (2.10). Furthermore, we have 
L(z) 2 :~L(Y) = dx( W + L(x), 
whence by Lemma 2.1 
d,(H,) = L,(z - x) L dX( W). 
On the other hand 
d,(H,) = Lz(z - x) 5 [lz - xl1 = d,(W). 
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.2 and 2.3 yield the following 
DUALITY THEOREM. If for x E X and a nonempty subset W of X we have 
dX( W) > 0, then 
d,(W) = mix ins d,(H), 
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tvhere the maximum is taken over all families 9 of half spaces satisfying (2.2) 
and (2.3), and S? is the family of corresponding hyperplanes. 
From now on we assume W to be convex, If for some x E X we have 
dX(W) B 0, then by the Duality Theorem there is a family 9 of half spaces 
satisfying (2.2) and (2.3) such that 
dX( W) = inf d,(H) > 0, 
HE2 
where ~9 is the corresponding family of hyperplanes. However, by Lemma 2.3 
there exists a half space 4 such that WC J?, x $8, and 
d,(A) = j-15 d,(H) 
where fi is the corresponding hyperplane. 
Using this result and Lemma 2.2 we get 
THEOREM 2.5. Let Wbe a nonempty convexsubset of Xandassume d#W) > 0 
for some x E X. Then 
d,(W) = max d,(H) 
R 
where the maximum is taken over all the half spaces R such that W z R, x 4 
and H is the corresponding hyperplane. 
This result is well known (compare, for instance, 131, [S], [7], where equiv- 
alent results are obtained) and can now be considered as a special case of the 
above Duality Theorem. 
3. SUPPORTING SYSTEMS AND A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR PROJECTION 
POINTS 
As in Section 2, we start with a real normed linear space X and consider a 
family B? of half spaces R defined by (2.1), where E E 9, and S? is the corre- 
sponding set of linear forms in S”. 
DEFINITION. 9 is called a supporting system for a nonempty subset W of 
Xif (2.2) holds and if for all HE SF we have 
Hn wza5 (3.1) 
where 8 is the corresponding family of hyperplanes and o denotes the 
empty set. 
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If 9 is a supporting system for the nonempty subset W of X and x E X is 
such that (2.3) holds then Lemma 2.2 yields a lower bound for the distance 
4cwl = 2; lb - XII 
between x and W. 
LEMMA 3.1. Iffor x E X andfor a nonempty subset W of X we have dx( W) > 0, 
then there is a supporting system 9 for W such that (2.3) is satisfied. 
ProoJ: If in the proof of Lemma 2.4 we substitute the family 9 = {R,) by 
9? = {I?=}, where 
Rz = {y E X:L,(y) 2 L,(w)} 
and z is given by (2.9, then it is easy to verify that & satisfies (2.2) (2.3) and 
(3.1). 
DEFINITION. A supporting system 9%’ for the nonempty subset W of X is 
called a strong supporting system if 
S=Hq&{Hn W}#B, ” (3.2) 
where Z? is the corresponding family of hyperplanes. 
The elements of S are called supporting points. 
Now let 98 be a strong supporting system for the nonempty subset W of 
X and let iv E W be an arbitrary, but fixed, supporting point. Then each 
R E 9 is of the form 
where L E 9. 
R = RL = {y E X:L(y) L L(G)} (3.3) 
The condition (2.2) is therefore equivalent to the following: For each 
w E W there is an L E 9 such that 
L(w) % L(G). (3.4) 
The condition (2.3) is equivalent o 
L(x) <L(C) (3.5) 
for all L E 9. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 the inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) imply 
EkL(G-x)S dx(W). (3.6) 
If we, furthermore, assume that 9 is a nonempty weakly* closed subset of S*, 
hence weakly* compact, then (3.4) is equivalent o 
minL(G - W) $ 0 
L&S? 
(3.7) 
for all w E W, and in (3.6) “inf” can be replaced by “min.” 
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LENIMA 3.2. Let %! be a family of half spaces R, dejined by (3.3), where 
L E 2, and 28’ is a rzonenzpty weakly”’ closed subset of S*. Let E(Z) be the 
(nonempty [9]) set of extreme points of Y, and -8 the $amily of ali &, E 2 
mch that the corresponding L is an element of E(Y)- If% is a strong mppo~fitzg 
system for a rzonenzpty subset W of X then the same is true for S?‘= 
Proof (as in [a]). Let iv E W be an arbitrary supporting point. For each 
w E W we define a linear functional g, mapping ,W into the reals by 
g,(L) = L(w - I%> where L E 2. As giy is weakly* continuous, g&S?> is a 
compact subset of the reals and, therefore, has an extreme point Y L 0, since 
.!?X is a strong supporting system. It is well known [9] that P is the image of an 
extreme point L, E E(T). Hence, for each IV E W, there exists an L, E E(2) 
such that Le(w - I?) 2 0, which completes the proof. 
Let x E X be a fixed point, and W a nonempty subset of X. 67 E W is cahed 
a projection point of x in W if 
Illi; - xl/ = dX( W), 
In the following, we assume d,(W) > 0. For each IV E W we define a set f 
E, = (L E S” :L(w - x) = I/w - XII>‘ 
y the Hahn-Banach Theorem, E,, is nonempty, and, furthermore, El+. is 
obviously a weakly* closed (hence weakly* compact) convex subset of S”, 
THEOREM 3.3. For some 6~ E W, let 9? be the family ofkalfspaces RL de@zed 
by (3.3), where L E OLP, and 5? is a nonempty mbbset of &. 1~” &! is a s~ong 
supporting system for W, then G is a projection poirrt of x i?l K 
Proof. By assumption, (3.4) and (3.5) are satisfied, the latter because of 
0 < dX( W) $ 116 - xl/ = L(6 - x) for ail L E 9’. 
Hence (3.6) holds, implying 
]I$ - xl] = inf L(io - x) 5 d,(W). 
LEB 
If 2 is a nonempty weakly” closed subset of E,“, then 3 is also weakiy-‘: 
closed in S”, and therefore the assumption of Theorem 3.3 is equivalent o 
(3.7). By Lemma 3.2, the assumption of Theorem 3.3 remains true if we 
replace 627 by the set E(S) of its extreme points. 
For applications it is important to know whether, in this case, E(Z) is 
contained in the set E(K’:‘) of extreme points of the unit bail K* of X*; because 
in various special cases, E(K*) has a rather simple structure. 
IQ 
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The statement of Theorem 3.3 is not new. In [13] Nikolsk: considers the 
case where 9’ is the intersection of EG and a so-called fundamental system r, 
which is a weakly” closed subset of K* such that for each y # 0 in X there 
exists an L E r with L(y) = 11~~11. Examples of fundamental systems are the 
unit sphere S” and the closure of E(K*). 
Nikolskii proves that JVs IJ R, is a sufficient condition for 1; E W to 
LEE@) 
be a projection point of x in W, and a necessary condition in the case where 
W is convex. 
In [6] Garkavi obtains the same result as Nikolskii, with the only differences 
that instead of E(9), the set E(E,) = EC fl E(K*) of extreme points of & 
is considered and that X is a Banach space. Recently, Deutsch and Maserick 
[3] reproved this result for a normed linear space X. 
In [7], Havinson gives the same characterization for projection points in 
convex sets as Garkavi. Furthermore, he obtains the following criterion which 
is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.5: If W is a nonempty convex subset 
of X, and x E X is such that &x(W) > 0, then 15 E W is a projection point of x 
in W if and only if there exists an element L E S” such that L E E,; and 
L(g) 5 L(w) for all w E W. 
However, as Deutsch and Maserick point out in [3], this L cannot, in general, 
be chosen to be an element of E(K*). 
Brosowski considers the case 9 = EG fl r, where r is a fundamental 
system, and studies the question: For what nonempty subsets W of X other 
than convex subsets is the condition WC U RL necessary for l^Y to be a 
LEE(P) 
projection point of x in W? He states that the condition is necessary for 
so-called r-regular subsets of X. For details we refer to [I], where the results 
are given without proofs. These are to appear in a forthcoming paper. 
In [II] we have investigated the following situation which occurs in various 
special cases : Let Y be a real normed linear space, A a nonempty open subset 
of Y, and F: A -+ X a mapping such that for each a E A the FrCchet derivative 
F,’ exists. For W we take the image F(A), and we consider an element x E X 
such that 
d,(W) = inf /IF(a) - XII > 0. 
ClEA 
We then obtain the following necessary condition for a projection point; 
we assume that for every fixed 12 E Y the mapping a --f F,‘(h), a E A, is con- 
tinuous. If F(i), 6 E A, is a projection point of x in W, then for each Iz E Y 
there exists an L E EFcBj such that 
L(F,‘(h)) 6 0. (3.8) 
This result has also been given by Henze in [8], however, without the above 
continuity assumption on the mappings a -+ F,‘(h). But this is indispensable. 
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If we define for each a E A the linear manifold 
T, = (F(u) - F,‘(h) : k E Y] 
and consider the family 2 of all half spaces 
RL = {y E X:L(y) 2 L(F@))), L E EF(d,, 
then condition (3.8) is equivalent o B being a strong supporting system fo: 
T,, with F(b) as supporting point. 
Furthermore, Henze shows in [8] that condition (3.5) remains true if we 
take the set E(E,,,,) of extreme points of EFcri) instead ofEF(,,. This is also an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2. 
In order to prove that condition (3.8) with E(E,,,,) instead of E,(ai is 
suficient for F(2) to be a projection point of x in F(A), we assumed in [11] 
that F has the following property: For each pair (a,b) E A x A, there is a 
positive continuous functional #a, b : E (K*) --f (X and an element h= k(a, 5) E Y 
such that 
L(F(a) - F(b)) = &,&L) .L(F,‘(I:)). (3.9) 
In the case of the Chebychev approximation problem (compare Section 4) 
this property is essentially equivalent o the asymptotic onvexity of F intre- 
duced by Meinardus and Schwedt in [12-j. This was shown in [IO]. We therefore 
call F asymptotically convex if it has the property (3.9). 
LJnder the assumptions that F is asymptotically convex and that for each 
fixed h E Y the mapping a: --f F,‘(h), a E A, is continuous, we have shown in 
[II] that for F(d), B E A, to be a projection point ofx in W= F(k), the fo‘cllcw- 
ing condition is necessary: For each a E A there is an L E E(E,(;,) such that 
W’(a)) 3 W’{(i)). (3.x.g 
Finally, we give a somewhat negative result which is also contained in [IlJ. 
We assume X to be flat convex [9], that is, at each point of the unit sphere 
of X there is exactly one supporting hyperplane of the unit ball. Examples of 
flat convex normed linear spaces are Hilbert spaces and &,-spaces with 
l<p<ca, 
If, furthermore, F: A -+ X is asymptotically convex, if for each fixed il E Ta 
the mapping a --f F,‘(h), a E A, is continuous, and if for each x E Xthere exists 
a projection point in W = F(A), then W is a linear manifol 
4. SPECIAL CASES AND EXAMPLES 
We start with an algebraic version of Lemma 2.2, Let X be a real normed 
linear space, X* its dual, and 2’ a nonempty subset of the unit sphere S* of 
P. To each L E 22 we assign a real number D(~. Then we have the following: 
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Let W be a nonempty subset of X, and let x be an arbitrary point of X’. 
If for each w E W there is an L E 9 such that 
then 
L(w) 3 a,, (4.1) 
inf {CQ - L(x)} < &( W). (4.2) 
LES 
If L(x) 2 CI~ for some L E 9, the assertion (4.2) is trivial. We therefore assume 
L(x) < c(L for all L E 2. 
We put for each L E 9’ 
R, = (y E X: L(y) 3 q> 
and define 
i% = (R,:L E 23’“). 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Then (4.1) and (4.3) are equivalent to (2.2) and (2.3), thus implying (4.2) by 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
Now we consider special cases. 
(a) Uniform approximation: Let X be the vector space C(M) of real valued 
continuous functions defined on a compact Hausdorff space M. The norm in 
X= C(M) will be the maximum norm 
Ml = FEa2 IdP>L g E wf)~ 
Let W be a nonempty subset of C(M) and letfbe a point of C(M) not belong- 
ing to the closure of W. 
The problem of finding projection points $7 E W offin W is the well-known 
nonlinear Chebychev approximation problem. 
For X= C(M), the set of extreme points E(K*) of the unit ball K* of X”, 
is given by 
E(P) = {cp 6,: P E M, ep = $1 or -l}, 
where 6, is the point measure in P, i.e., 
Md = g(P) for all g E C(M). 
Let D be a nonempty subset of M. To each P E D we assign a number 
~~ E (--l,+l) and define 9’ by 
2’ = (cp 6, :P E Dj. (4.5) 
A family .GZ of half spaces R, of the form (4.4) with L E 9 is then given by 
92 = (R,:P E D> (4.6) 
where 
Rp = (g E C(M) : c&P> 2 c(p> 
and c+ is a real scalar assigned to P. 
(4.7) 
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Collatz [2] calls D an H-set if D is the disjoint union of two nonempiy sets 
DI and DZ such that for no pair MJ, 1; E Wit is true that 
1 
<o 
w(P) - k(P) > o 
for all P E Bi 
for all P E D1. 
(4.8) 
Assume D to be an H-set and consider an arbitrary but fixed G E TV* Then 
(4.8) implies that for each up E W there is a P E D with 
Ep(W(p) - G(P)) 3 0 
where 
\+l forPEL)r ep = I-1 for P E D2. 
Defining c+ = +C(P), P E D, and 9%’ by (4.6) (4.4) we get the result that 
99 is a strong supporting system for w with Q as supporting point. 
Besides (4.8) we assume that for some fixed G E W, we have 
cp(G(P) -f(P)) > 0 for all P E 1). 
Then it follows that 
inf 1$(P) -f(P)1 < d,(W). 
PED 
This is the contents of Theorem 2 of [2] and a special case of the fact that 
(3.4) and (3.5) imply (3.6). In [2], Collatz gives various examples of H-sets 
and develops a method by which H-sets can be systematically constructed for 
certain subsets W of C(M). 
Let M be a finite closed interval [a,b]. Then, for example, in the case of 
rational or exponential approximation, W has the following property: There 
is a number r such that no difference IV - $ of functions )v, Irv E W has more 
than r zeros in [a, b]. In this case, obviously, each set of I’ + 2 points Pi E [a, Sj, 
with a d PI < . . . < Prf2 < b, is an H-set. 
Now we consider the following situation: Let Y be a normed linear space 
and d a nonempty subset of Y. Let F:A -+ C(M) be a given map, and put 
W = F(A). We require D to be a nonempty closed subset of M and assume 
that for some 6 E A the following two conditions are satisfied : 
min (F(2, P) -f(P)) (F(a”, P) - F(a, P)) < 0 
PED 
for all lz E A, and 
IF@?, P) -f(P)] > 0 for all P E D. 
We define ep = sgn(F(a^,P) -f(P)), w h ere P E D, and 9 by (4.5). Then 
(3.4) and (3.5) are satisfied, implying (3.6) with “min” instead of “inf”, since 
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2 is a weakly” closed subset of K* and hence weakly’l’ compact. (3.6), in 
turn, is equivalent o 
min IF@, P) -f(P)] 6 df( W). 
PED 
This is exactly Theorem 1 of [12], for the case of real valued functions. 
In [ZO] we considered the case where Y is the real euclidean space ‘%” and A 
is a nonempty open subset of Y. If F is FrCchet-differentiable, then for each 
PEManda=(a,,..., a,,) E A, there exist the partial derivatives 
g.(a,P), j=l ) . . .) 11, 
J 
and we have 
We have shown in [IO] that for each fixed 12 E Y, the mapping a -+ F,'(h), 
a E A, is continuous if and only if the partial derivatives depend continuously 
on (a,P) e A x M. 
Condition (3.9) immediately leads to the following property of F (compare 
condition (5) in [IO]): For each pair (a,b) E A x A, there is a positive function 
&a,@ E CM) d an an element h = Iz(a, b) E !l? such that 
As to the relationship with the asymptotic convexity of F, introduced by 
Meinardus and Schwedt in [I2], and the discussion of further special cases, 
we refer to [ZO]. 
(b) Discrete &-approximation: Let X be the m-dimensional space ‘!R” 
with norms 
for 1 <p < to, and 
IIYIIP = (i$, Ib~ilp)l’p 
l144m= max 1~41, 
i=l,...,m 
where y = (JQ,. . ., y,,J E Sm. 
X* can be identified with !Rm, and each element L E X* is given by 
(4.9) 
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where I = (2, . . ., I,,) E W” is uniquely defined by L. The norm of X* is given by 
where (I/p) + (l/q) = 1 for 1 < p < 13, q = 1 if p = m, and q = ir, if p = 1. 
Tn order to apply Lemma 2.2, we consider a nonempty subset WYE ‘TV? 
an element x E W, and a nonempty subset 2 of 
To each i E 3 we assign a real number ai, and define L E X* by (4.9j. Then 
L E S”, and (4.1) is equivalent to the following statement: For each w s ET5 
there is an I E S? such that 
(l, w) 2 x I* (4.lOj 
By (4.2), we then have 
A very simple way of realizing (4.10) is the following: Let -57 consist of ~7 
vectors of the form E” = Eiei, where ei = (er’, ~. ,e,,‘), eji = ai;, and ci = +I or 
-1. Then, obviously, 111’]1, = 1 for every q, 1 < q Q ~0. Putting ci = OI~K~ we can 
express condition (4.10) by 
min (CQ - ci wi> 6 0 (4.11) 
i=l ,...,m 
for all 11’ = ($0, . . , , w,,) E W. 
Finally, we demonstrate in the case of rational approximation, how (4.11 j 
can be realized :
Let U and V be subspaces of X = !?I”‘, spanned by #, . I *, tl’ an.d 8, ~ I ~) L+, 
respectively, where T + s f 2 < ITT. We assume 
I/+ = {u E v: d > 0, i = 1,. ~ .) m) 
to be nonempty, and put 
(4.11) is equivalent to the following statement: There is no vector 
(a,, . ~ .) a,, bc,: I. ., b,) E ‘W+‘+’ such that 
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By Theorem 2.9 of [#I, this is equivalent to the existence of a vector 
(Y r,. . ., ym, p,, . . ., pm) E ‘!R2” such that 
yi 2 0 and Pi > 0, i=l m, 3 * * *, 
m 112 
1 Vi’OZiyi+ 2 VikPi=O, k = 0, . . ., s, 
i=l i=l 1 
(4.12) 
i$l 4’ Ei Yi = O, j=O r. 3 - - *, 
t 
J 
We put ci = -Ei yi and Xi = xi - Ei JCi, for i = 1 , . . ., m. Then (4.11) is equivalent 
to the existence of vectors (cr,. . ., cm) and (p,, . . ., pm) of ‘$P such that 
pi > 0 fori=l,...,m, 
in UijCi=O, j=O Y, 3 - * *> 
I 
(4.13) 
i$, v:XiCi yiz t~ik(Ai]CiI $-pi), k=Oy...y~. 
Since V’ is assumed to be nonempty, it can easily be shown that not all ci 
can vanish. If (4.13) is satisfied, we have by the definition of the hi’s, 
min hi < &p(W). 
i=l , . . ., ,” 
Under the natural assumption that the matrix 
ui j 
( 1 VikXi 
has the rank r + s + 2, it is easy to satisfy (4.13). One merely has to choose 
zi 30, i= l,..., m, and compute a nontrivial solution (ci, . . ., cm) of 
i$ uij ci = 0, j = 0,. . ., r, 
iz Vik Xi Ci = $, t’ik~iy k = 0, e s -2 S, 
which is always possible if not all the z[ vanish. We define 
I 
zi 
A;= LJ 
ifci#O, 
i 
Zi 
I- :::Fil 
if ci = 0, 
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and 
1 
0 
Pi = 
if ci # 0, 
zi if ci = 0. 
Then (4.13) is satisfied, and we have 
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